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ABSTRACT

Our KEU 380 project is called “ Hand Clap Electronic Control”. We choose this project 

because it makes our life easy. With this project we don’t have to walk around just to open the

switch, we just only have to clap!

Circuit operation is as follows. A single handclap will be picked up by the electric 

microphone, which is coupled through Cl into the op amp 1C 1. The output of 1C1 triggers the 

555 1C timers 1C2 that is configured as a monostable multivibrator. The trigger pulse is stretched 

by IC'2 and gives an output pulse to 1C3 (D flip flop). Because of the three state counter 

arrangement of 1C3, two sharp claps are required before 1C3 give a high output to Q l, which will 

turn on KI relay and any device connected to Kl's. Two more claps will give a clock to IC3 again 

and will turn off Ql and any device connected to the Kl's.
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OBJECTIVES

• To understand and add more knowledge about electrical and electronic.

• To satisfy a condition to get a Diploma in Electrical Engineering and to fulfill the desired

subject KEU380 (3 credit hour).

• To practice what we have learning in our course since parts one until now and apply all the 

application that we learn in our course.

• To understand and learn how to analyze the circuit that we used.

• To come up with an idea that can give benefit to people to used.

• To give a benefit for everyone with their application.

• We also know how to design PCB layout, to install the component correctly in the place.

• Analyze and makes troubleshooting for the problems that facing when try to run the project.
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